INTRODUCING THE POSITION OF NUMBERS WITH NUMBER LINE ACTIVITIES
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Abstract

The paper describes the study to introduce the position of numbers to pupils in grade 2 in Indonesia (7-8 years old). We aim to make the pupils acquaint that the certain position on the closed number line represent a certain number. Design research was used as the approach for achieving this aim. A series of number line activities based on PMRI approach was used to encourage the pupils to consider the position of the number relative to other numbers. We used the closed number line, start with 0 and end with 100, in this study. ‘Guess my number’ game was also used to promote the idea of the position of numbers.
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INTRODUCTION

Number sense can be defined as a holistic construct of mathematical relationships (Gersten, et al., 2005). One element of number sense is the relationship among numbers. Number relationships is specified as 1) contextualization: number relations in realistic context, 2) positioning: numbers and their relations to a corresponding position on the number line, 3) structuring: the relationship with other numbers (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, et al., 2001).

The development of number sense is linked to the development of an accurate mental model of the number line. The number line model can be used to develop the number sense. It provides pupils the visual representation of our number system. To be able to make sense of number line, pupils need to work with counting, comparing numbers and physical representations of number lines.

Based on finding from previous researches, there are three strategies that students use on positioning a number on an empty number line. They are the starting point strategy, the midpoint strategy and the endpoint strategy. In the starting point strategy, students start from the beginning of number line then count until the target number. Counting backwards happens in the endpoint strategy. In the middle point strategy, students start from the middle of the number line (Newman & Berger, 1984; Petito, 1990; Schneider et al., 2008; in Verkade, 2012). The most effective strategy is the midpoint strategy because it minimizes the errors students can make (Ashcraft & Moore, 2012).

The number line activities are designed to help pupils to develop their understanding of number system. Specifically we aim to introduce the idea of the position of
numbers which is related to the development of number sense. We designed a number line game in which the pupils have to put the most appropriate card in the position that is marked.

Pupils will also play ‘guess my number’ game. In this game, pupils will experience placing numbers on closed number line and ordering numbers. We also expected that after playing this game, pupils will be able to determine the position of benchmark numbers; 50, 75, 25.

The design is intended to make students able to locate a number on an empty number line. Realistic mathematics education (RME) approach was used in designing the activities. According to the design, teacher will guide students to use midpoint strategy on positioning a number. Moreover the students will be encouraged to explain their steps in locating numbers on the number line. Therefore we formulate research question: How can the number line activities promote pupils’ initial understanding of the position of numbers?

Theoretical framework
Magnitude of numbers is one of the elements of number sense. Booth & Siegler (2008) state that positioning numbers on an empty number line includes the idea of estimating and judging the magnitude of numbers. The certain position gives each number a unique point on the line and a distance from zero depicting its magnitude and direction (NYSED, 2012). Our conclusion is using number line is useful to help the pupils to understand the magnitude of numbers.

In Indonesian curriculum, number magnitude is given in the early grades. The instructions usually focus on one part of number magnitude; ordering numbers. Number magnitude is introduced by using a structured number line. Pupils have to remember the magnitudes facts, such as 32 is smaller than 33 because 32 located on the left side of 33 (Fajariyah & Triratnawi, 2008) without understanding why they put it on the left or on the right.

The focus of this study is to see how pupils’ understanding of number magnitude can be supported by using an empty number line. The instructions are designed based on the major characteristics of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) (Treffers, 1987).
• Use of contextual problems
  Contextual problems can be used as a starting point to make mathematics meaningful to children. In this design, the context that will be used is the mathematics itself.
• Use of models
  The number line is a useful model for doing estimation, multiplication, number representation, calculation, and it provides geometric models for the operations of arithmetic (Gravemeijer & Stephan, 2002; Skoumpourdi; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen 2001). The model that is used in this study is the closed number line which starts with 0 and end with 100.
• Use of pupils’ contribution
  Pupils’ initial ideas and strategy are meaningful for them. The initial strategy need to be developed to a more advanced strategy. The development cannot be done if the pupils do not contribute their ideas. The activities in this study are designed to encourage pupils to give contributions based on their own ability.
• Interactivity
The learning of mathematics is a social process (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen 2001). The pupils are expected to share and discuss their strategy with other pupils. The pupils are given a group activity in which they can share and reflect their ideas. The classroom discussion is planned to be the place where pupils can express their opinion.

- Intertwining
The idea of the position of number relates to the concept of the magnitude of numbers. Pupils will develop their understanding of the order of numbers and nurture their number sense. Pupils will also familiar with number line which is a useful model to be used in other mathematics topic.

**Methods**
This study aims at developing classroom activities that support pupils' understanding of the position of number in the close number line. Design research is used to achieve the goal and to answer the research question. This study was carried out in class 2D SD Yayasan IBA. Twenty one pupils and one classroom teacher were involved in this study. Video recording and pupils' written work will be investigated to see the learning process of pupils.

**MAIN SECTION**
To begin, pupils worked on a worksheet consists of two problems. In the first problem, there are three structured number line and the pupils have to determine the numbers that should be on the marks. From the second problem, pupils are expected to judge whether the numbers are placed on the correct position or not. We expected the idea of the position of numbers will emerge from the third number line on the first problem. Pupils react differently to the first problem according to their level of thinking.

![Figure 1. Asti answer to the first problem](image)

From the written work above (Figure 1), we can see that the pupil used counting strategy to solve the problem. She did not consider the position of numbers; she put 23 and 13 on the same place. The pupil had not seen the closed number line as a physical representations of number system.

From Figure 2 below, we conclude that the pupil was not also used the idea of the position of number to solve the problem. The pupil did skip counting to answer the problem. Counting by ten can be used to answer the first number line. This pupil
continued using counting by ten on the second number line. He did not use the number line fact, the position of 0, 40, 100, to answer the problem.

![Figure 2. Aji answer to the first problem](image)

The idea to use the position of number that already known to determine the numbers that are asked emerged in some of pupils’ work. The written works show how pupils react differently to these problems.

![Figure 3. Pupils’ answer to the first problem](image)

The third number line could encourage the pupils to use the number on the two number lines above to determine what numbers are asked. In Figure 3A, pupil thought that the number is after the previous marks. Therefore she wrote 11 between 10 and 20 and 41 between 40 and 50. Figure 3B shows that this pupils realize the marks are not only after 10 or after 40. He might also think that the marks are between two numbers. Therefore he answer 15 and 45 to the problems.

The second problems (Figure 4) asked the pupils are asked whether the numbers are placed on the correct position or not.

![Figure 4. The second problem](image)

Almost all of the pupils agree that 40 is on the right position and 65 is not on the right position. Fragment 1 below shows pupils arguments why they think 65 is not on the correct position.
Teacher : Alsa, please read the last question?
Alsa : Does 65 placed on the position?
Teacher : Who can answer this question? I have not heard the opinion of this side.
Silva, what do you think?
Silva : It is wrong.
Teacher : Silva said the position is wrong. Why do you think so, Silva?
Silva : Mmm (shaking her head)
Teacher : Who can help Silva?
Darrel : Because... because it should be after... after... it should be after 50
Teacher : Any other opinion?
Margo : It is wrong. Because 65 is on the position of... mmm
Teacher : Difikha, listen to your friend.
Margo : Because 65 is on the position of 90.
Teacher : Margo said it is wrong because 65 is on the position of 90. So where is the position of 65?
Margo : After 50.
Teacher : Margo said it should be 90 not 65 on that place. Do you agree with Margo?
Pupil : Yes

Fragment 1. Pupils’ discuss the second problem

Classroom discussion was a placed where pupils can share their idea about the position of numbers. One pupils thought that 65 should be closer to 50. Another thought that 65 on that line was placed on the place of 90. The second problem could promote the idea of the position of numbers in classroom discussion.

After discussing the worksheet, pupils were asked to work in groups. The group task was to determine what numbers are asked on the number line. Each group was given a number line (Figure 5) with some questions (marks with arrows):

![Figure 5. The group work problem](image)

They were also given some number cards: 15, 28, 39, 60, 88, 98, 50, 75, 5, 99. They should put a card on each question. One group is discussing what number they should put on the last question mark (Fragment 2).

Teacher : Look, the number line ends with 100. You have 0 in the beginning.
(Darrel wants to put 98 but Asti does not agree. Asti counting backward from the end of the number line)

Asti : It is 90.
Darrel : We don’t have 90. We have 98. Hey, put 98 here.
Difikha : What number is it on this card?
Darrel : What about 88 here?
Asti : Ok.
Darrel: But what about 98? *(Darrel still thinks of 98)*

Fragment 2. Pupils’ discuss what number should they put

After counting backward, Asti believed that the number should not be 98. She got 90 as her counting result. However, the was no card with 90 written on it. Darrel then proposed 88. It is not clear how Darrel came up with the idea to put 88. It is possible that he thought 88 is close to 90; therefore he concluded 88 is acceptable.

To solve the group work, all of the groups started to consider the position of numbers. Almost all of the pupils agree that they could not put 98 or 99 on the last question.

Teacher: So three groups answer 88 for the last problem. The other two answer 98. Now I want you to give your explanation why do you think it is 88 not 98.

Diksha: Because 98 is close to 100.

Teacher: Diksha said 98 is close to 100. So it should be 88. What about Zaky’s group? Why did you answer 88?

(*long silent from Zaki’s group*)

Teacher: Also for Naila’s group. Please give your explanation.

(*silent from both groups*)

Teacher: Do not hesitate to say your opinion. Why do you think it is not 98? Rafi, can you explain?

R: 98 is close to 100. However in the line, the question is not really close to 100 so we think it is not 98 but 88.

Teacher: Good explanation Rafi.

Fragment 3. Classroom discussion about the position of 88

Their argument (Fragment 3) shows that they considered the position of 98 and 99 on the number line. Pupils considered not only the correct order of numbers but also the position of numbers.

In the next meeting, teacher conduct ‘guess my number’ game. Teacher had a hidden number and pupils had to guess what number is hidden. A closed number line was used as a tool to guess the number. Teacher stated that the hidden number is between 0 and 100. Everytime pupils tried to guess the number, the number that was mentioned is marked on the number line. When Rayhan was given a chance to guess, he asked whether the number is 35. Teacher asked him to put 35 on the number line.

![Figure 6. Rayhan put 35](image)

Teacher: Rayhan put 35 there. What do you think of Rayhan’s answer?

Pupils: Wrong.
Teacher : What do you think Anggi?
Anggi : Wrong.
Teacher : Where should we put 35?
Anggi : Here (she point the number line)
Jihan : A bit to the right. Close to 40.

Fragment 4. Classroom discussion about the position of 35
Fragment 4 shows that playing 'guess my number' game could help the pupils to reason about the position of numbers. They started to think of the relative position of a number to another number.

CONCLUSION

The number line activities that were design can be used to promote the idea of the position of numbers. Pupils experienced ordering the numbers on the number line, not only in the correct order but also in the correct position. Teacher may use these activities to introduce the concept of the position of number on a closed number line to pupils.

The conclusion is limited to certain situation. This design worked in the classroom situation in which the pupils are free and active in stating their opinion. The classroom discussion is the main part of this discussion, because during discussion pupils can share their different opinion or reasoning about the position of numbers. This design also connected to teacher’s role in classroom discussion. Teacher needs to be proactive and patience in encouraging pupils to give opinion. Teacher also has to be able to propose questions that can promote discussion.
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